
This exclusive data study compiles comprehensive phone trends from 
Service Departments throughout 2019, 2020, and 2021. These phone trends 
illustrate areas of concern, opportunity, and growth for Service Managers to 
act on immediately. Discover actionable steps to make informed 
decisions and ongoing improvement in your own Service Department's 
phone processes.

[DATA STUDY] How the Rise in Service Departments 
Impacts the Phone

Top-notch customer service begins with 
picking up the phone and proactively 
reaching out to potential and current 
customers. In this blog, we reveal the 7 
types of outbound calls you should be 
making in your Service Department 
that lead to enhanced reputation, 
improved CSI, and customer loyalty.

READ MORE

[BLOG] 7 Types of Service Calls 
to Enhance Your Customer 
Experience

DOWNLOAD

Car Wars is excited to introduce our Campaign Dialer functionality in the Call 
Box Communication Dashboard. The Campaign Dialer enables your team to 
create calling lists, assign those lists to agents, efficiently place calls 
from Call Box, and report on campaign progress.

[NEW] Car Wars Introduces Campaign Dialer Feature

CHECK IT OUT

[UPDATE] How the Industry 
10DLC Initiative Affects 
Texting Your Customers 

Starting October 1st, major phone 
carriers are scheduled to begin throttling 
or blocking text messages for 
unregistered text traffic due to an 
industry initiative called 10DLC. If you 
currently have any text-enabled 
phone numbers with Car Wars, they 
must be registered as 10DLC numbers.

LEARN MORE

After buying a car, 72% of customers are 
opting for third-party mechanics. So, how 
can your dealership reverse the trend of 
losing customers after a sale is made? 
Discover three strategies to bridge the 
gap between Sales and Service to 
improve your chances of customer 
retention post-purchase.

READ MORE

[ARTICLE] How Your Dealership 
Benefits When Sales & Service 
Join Forces 

Car Wars adds Carrier Registration to its 
suite of intelligent phone solutions as 
part of its ongoing efforts to improve 
connectivity and reduce the risk of 
outbound calls marked as spam. Carrier 
Registration authenticates outbound 
caller ID numbers across major 
carriers to reduce call blocking and 
tagging of outbound calls.

LEARN MORE

[SOLUTION] Carrier 
Registration Reduces Call 
Blocking of Outbound Calls

Want to learn more about Car Wars?
Click below to schedule a conversation 

with a Car Wars expert.

Do you follow Car Wars on social media?
Give us a like on LinkedIn, Facebook, or 

Instagram to stay up to date.

SCHEDULE A CALL

FIND MORE IN THE CAR WARS RESOURCE HUB
CRISP QUARTERLY MAGAZINE | WEBINARS | FEATURE UPDATES | TIPS

VISIT THE RESOURCE HUB
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